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or London they found themselves in a sort of family atmo-
sphere, among faithful friends, who were an essential part
of their background and with whom they shared a certain
philosophy built on common sense, cunning and adapt-
ability. It was through their own study and intellectual
effort that they were able to jump straight from the small
provincial world into the great capital, avoiding the
longer road of human experience. It was not surprising
that Nitti should be as sceptical and canny as a big business
man and as fatalistic as a peasant of the Basilicata. The
colossal lag of the south behind northern Italy compelled
its statesmen to adopt a constant gradualism, though, on
the other hand, thanks to their lively intelligence and
culture, they had a taste for high politics. They could only
reconcile these two tendencies by resigning themselves to
patience and caution in home affairs and reserving their
initiative for foreign policy.
A broadly paternal policy is what Nitti always wanted
to put into effect. He would have made a perfectc commis 3
under Louis XIV or Joseph II, but could not adapt himself
to the clash of party and class struggle, which in the post-
war period made it impossible to * do good' for the people
without coming into close contact with them, and letting
them feel that their role was important and that a new era
had begun. Nitti, like Giolitti and Turati, kept his pre-
war outlook. His economic and social programme was
still that of his Discorsi ai Giovani <T Italia which he had
collected in his L* Italia air Alba del Secolo XX, the most
significant document of the prescient liberalism of the
nineteen hundreds. Nitti did not believe in the possibility
of revolution in Italy. e Italy ', he liked to say, e is perhaps
the only European country which in two thousand years
has not had a real revolution or a great war of religion'.
He had a fundamental mistrust of political change, partly
through ingrained conservatism, partly through scepticism
derived from a study of history and economics. He dis-
approved of the conception of a constituent assembly with
which everybody had flirted, and as a liberal of the old
school, unchanged by the war, he opposed any idea of state
socialism and control of industry or banking. He was

